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ARGUMENTS IN A NUTSHELL

1. The existential nature of the political, social and economic challenges now facing 
us have admitted a strong spiritual (or non-materialist)  element to our analyses 

and problem solving in the last 20 years but accelerating since the pandemic.

2. This has rekindled a strong interest in religious and spiritual ideas that is 
increasingly being conducted beyond the curtilage of institutional religion

3. Coming together on the basis of shared values across difference will be a major 
policy tool as we seek to rebuild a shattered politics & restore faith in our public 

life



ELEMENTS OF THE ARGUMENT – (OR)
HOW HAVE WE ARRIVED AT THE WHERE WE ARE?

• Faith/Secular partnerships in response to COVID-19 (Policy)

• The return to Values – ‘If  Values are the New Religion …’ (Sociology/Sociology of 
Religion)

• A Postsecular Age? (Political Philosophy)

• Anatheism – the search for ‘God’ after God (Theology/

• Curating the yearning for deep transformation in the William Temple tradition 
(Leadership)



KEEPING THE FAITH REPORTS 1.0 AND 2.0 



BASIC 
PARAMETERS

• Research conducted July/August 2020

• All 408 Local Authorities in the UK approached

• Responses from 194 different local authorities 
(48%)

• 55 interviews with local Authority leaders and Faith 
group/faith-based organisation leaders/managers in 
10 LA areas.



1. POSITIVE 
AND 
EXPANDING 
EXPERIENCE

• 67% of Local Authorities reported an 
increase in partnership working since the 
pandemic started. 

• 91% said that their experience of pandemic 
partnership working with faith groups/FBOs 
was ‘Very Positive’ or ‘Mostly Positive’

• 76% said that they intended to continue the 
partnership working developed with faith 
groups during the pandemic into the future, 
including 47% who said ‘Yes, but probably 
with some changes’.



2. RELIANCE 
ON 
RESOURCES 

• 66% LAs involved FBOs in sharing information with 
their members

• 65% ... transport and delivery of food parcels

• 64% … collecting food and donating money

• 60% … operating a food bank

• 59% … pastoral support/befriending 

• 57% … cooking and delivering meals

• 53% … providing volunteers for LA programs

• 47% … making buildings available



3. SHIFTING 
PERSPECTIVES 
ON 
EXPERIENCE 
(CHARACTERISES MY 
EXPERIENCE OF 
WORKING WITH FAITH 
GROUPS ‘TO A GREAT 
EXTENT/SOME EXTENT’) 

• Adding value due to longstanding presence in local community 
(88%)

• Providing pool of volunteer resources (79%)

• Improving access to hard to reach groups (79%)

• Acting as a source of local leadership (78%)

• Articulating and promoting social transformation (62%)

• …………

• Lack of representation by women and young people at meetings 
(17%

• Safeguarding concerns  (9%)

• Socially conservative (7%)

• Possibility of proselytization (3%) 



KEY 
FINDINGS 

A new normal/policy framework has opened up based on increased 
trust, collaboration and innovation that has implications for working 
practices.

1.  Deepening relationships 

2.  Willingness to share resources and innovation 

3.  Commitment to co-developing a more inclusive framework for 
partnership working that moves from delivery and dissemination to 
more strategic forms based on intentional co-production.

These forms include

• Working together to raise awareness of issues of food justice/poverty 
(97%)

• Wider sharing of best practice in coproduction LAs/FBOs (93%)

• Increased resources to develop partnership working (83%)

• Safe spaces for honest discussion re Religion and Belief (83%)

• Establish and revitalise work of Local Interfaith Forum (77%)



KFT 2.0 EMBEDDING A NEW NORMAL IN PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN FAITH 
GROUPS AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES DURING AND BEYOND THE PANDEMIC

• 2nd and 3rd lockdown (September 2020 – September 2021)

• 35 in-depth interviews with senior leaders/strategists – two thirds FG representatives

• Some areas already covered by the Faith Covenant 

• All major faith traditions across England 



AREAS OF 
DISCUSSION 

• describing the nature of the partnership (s) they are 
involved in

• reflecting on who brings what to the table

• reflecting on the extent to which COVID-19 changed the 
nature of the relationship and if so, how

• describing the hallmarks of a good working partnership 

• thinking of up to three policy initiatives or changes to 
existing arrangements that would take partnership working 
between local authority and faith groups/organisations to 
the next level.



KTF 2.0 –
BEYOND 
FOODBANKS 

Main issues by partnerships include 

• mental health and wellbeing

• rise in domestic abuse

• refugee and asylum seeker support.

Other areas of increased post-pandemic collaboration 

• climate emergency awareness and response

• knife crime and anti-social behaviour

• responses to spikes in hate-crime aimed at minority 
ethnic religious communities

• increased capacity for emergency fostering services. 



NINE ASPECTS  
ESSENTIAL TO 
DEVELOPMENT 
AND 
SUSTAINING 
OF GOOD 
PARTNERSHIPS 

• Developing Trust 

• Cultivating Transparency

• Sharing values, ethos, and motivation

• Embracing new mindsets, including reimagining the 
structures of governance and finance

• A commitment to talking honestly about conflict and 
misunderstanding

• A willingness to communicate regularly

• Coming with data-backed solutions

• Developing shared goals (derived from shared values) and 
action plans

• Telling good stories and celebrating achievements



NEW 
MINDSET ON 
FINANCE …

(OLD 
NORMAL) 

• Many respondents regard the traditional funding models as 
no longer fit for purpose in a post COVID-19 world

• Current procurement model reinforces a static and embedded 
sense of hierarchy between ‘experts’ and ‘supplicants’. 

• It favours instrumental and technical language that doesn’t 
connect with faith communities.

• Often favours larger providers who can work to economies of 
scale, or those who already have existing contracts. 

• Suspicions of favouritism and mistrust, as the process is 
usually highly competitive.

• Local authorities have had their budgets substantially cut, so 
there is no money to dispense anyway.

• It is a deficit-framed, rather than growth-framed, way of 
looking at how to solve increasingly challenging problems



MORE 
CREATIVE 
APPROACH 
ACCELERATED 
BY  PANDEMIC

(NEW 
NORMAL) 

• Start with the problems  to be addressed, and then come with 
possible solutions and action-plans.

• ‘Funding is the last thing I ever talk about.’  Rather start with a 
series of open questions. ‘What is God calling us to do? 
What’s the city calling us to do? And how are we responding 
to God’s call?’

• This approach immediately aligns the task of problem solving 
and asset allocation with personal and institutional core 
values, minimising the danger of burn out and resentment. 

• The call to local authorities is to invite them to ask same sorts 
of questions (but without the God language) and to do to this 
in parallel or shared spaces with their faith communities

• Starting from position of ‘call’ rather than position of 
‘resources’ releases new energies and thinking indispensable 
to the needs of the moment, and planning for the future.



SHARED 
VALUES LEAD 
TO SHARED 
OUTCOMES

• ‘I don’t want to be problem-solving all 
the time, because economically it’s a 
waste of money – instead of putting 
sticking plasters on stuff, we want to 
swim upstream, and let’s not get hung 
up too much on labels or channels by 
which we are doing this work.’



SHARED 
VALUES LEAD 
TO SHARED 
OUTCOMES

• COVID-19 has heightened the need for a more authentic, 
participatory, and dynamic form of governance and decision 
making that is both pragmatic and flexible, but also more 
explicitly values-led. 

• There is increasingly coherent support for the idea of 
experimenting with a values-led, rather than a purely 
financially led, economy. In a values-led economy outcomes 
are framed with perhaps unusual words, uncovered by this 
data, to describe the hallmarks of a good partnership between 
local authorities and faith groups; words such as kindness, 
empathy, compassion, motivation, hope and friendship. 

• This is possibly a yet still new and unfamiliar vocabulary or 
lexicon that might nevertheless come more into the policy 
mainstream as the UK attempts to build back better after 
COVID-19.



A GEN ZED ZEITGEIST? (KATZ ET AL. 2021)

• Post 1996 – a digital and not an analogue world

• Online and Offline worlds interchangeable

• Digital provides endless opportunities for self-expression (telling the story of ‘me’) and belonging (fam)

• Huge granularity and fluidity in how identities are constructed and updated

• Key value is AUTHENTICITY – being authentic and allowing others that same right

• Values that support this: respect, tolerance, transparency, honesty.

• Personal beliefs and values provide a sense of stability and reassurance that we used to find in 
institutions 



VALUES AS THE NEW RELIGION 

• Values are the new religion?

• They are therefore the new sources of motivation and identity

• Values are everywhere: Rainbow flag; Schools; Corporations; British values; Save 
the NHS

• The rise in Culture Wars (really Values Wars)

• ‘The younger you are, the more likely you are able to articulate what your 
personal values are’



WHY THE SHIFT FROM RELIGION TO VALUES 

• Seismic shift from ‘Give your life’ (Christian ethic) to ‘Live your life’. Being who 
you are meant to be and doing what (only) you can do in this life (Life itself has 
become a value)

• The moral fall of religion – sexual abuse, preachy and out of touch

• Key insight –You can be good without being religious 

• Shift of moral responsibility to each individual 

• The values of church are no longer credible – but equally our faith in science and 
rationalism has been deeply shaken – ‘a moral rather than scientific disaffection’. 



POST-MILLENNIALS AND THE RENEWED SEARCH 
FOR VALUES 

‘Gen Zers feel the need to be honest not hypocritical – especially in relation to the 
ethnic and gendered communities with which they identify and therefore claim 
belonging.’ (Katz ett al., 2021, 41)

‘…postmillennials … tend to be skeptical about institutions, [and] are largely 
disillusioned with what they have inherited from their elders and feel the burden 
to sort out the messed-up world they have inherited.’ (Katz et al., 124)



THE ‘SPIRITUAL’ HINTERLAND OF THE NONES

• Pew Templeton Foundation US Millennials (2015) 

• 27 % said that they attended religious services on a weekly basis, 

• 46 % feel a deep sense of wonder at the universe,

• 55% think about the meaning of life on a weekly basis,

• 76% experience a strong sense of gratitude at least once a week,

• 51% experience a deep sense of spiritual peace and wellbeing at least weekly.

• 2016 You Gov poll: 20 – 40% No-Religion believe in an Afterlife, a Creator, An Everlasting 
Soul and Ghosts. 45% of those who identified as No-Religion selected Atheist as the 
category that ‘best defined the quality of their unbelief’. 



‘THE RELIGION OF THE NONES’ – THEOS 2022

• Census % of those ticking ‘No Religion’: 2001 15% - 2011 24% 2021 ?33%

• Opinion Polls 53%

• Only 50% say they do not believe in God

• 20% believe in an afterlife

• 17% believe in the power of prayer 

• Campaigning nones – hostile to religion – noneness is part of their identity 

• Spiritual nones – I don’t belong to a religion but I believe stuff

• Tolerant nones – generally atheistic but see the value of religion 



A POSTSECULAR PUBLIC SPHERE?

A new imagination of the public sphere is required, ‘in which the vigorous 
continuation of religion in a continually secularising environment must be reckoned 

with’.
Jurgen Habermas, 2005: 26 ‘Religion in the public sphere’, European Journal of Philosophy

• Barriers between religion and the secular are becoming more blurred and 
porous (as well as essentialised)?

• Both the structures and meanings of  ‘the religious’ and of ‘the secular’ are being 
profoundly reshaped by the current zeitgeist?



REIMAGINING THE SACRED – RICHARD KEARNEY 
DEBATES GOD (UOC PRESS 2016)

Doing ‘God’ after God :  ‘Death of God’ 
has liberated a new search for God –
disenchantment of nihilism is being 
replaced by re-enchantment – the search 
for the sacred.  Theism-atheism-anatheism



ANATHEISM – DEFINITION 

• ‘In its atheist guise, adieu is a departure, a leaving, a farewell to the old 
God of metaphysical power, the god we thought we knew and possessed, 
the omni-God of sovereignty and theodicy.  Adieu, therefore, to the God 
that Nietzsche, Freud and Marx declared dead. But in saying adieu to the 
omni-god, anatheism opens the option of a God still to come - or a God 
still to come back again …’



DEFINITION – CTD

• Ana has two ‘a’s: the double a of “ab” and “ad”. The ab deo of 
departure from God opens up the option of ad deum of a 
return to God after God, a supplementary move of aftering and 
overing. But as soon as the before-and-after God becomes fixed 
or fixated we need to deconstruct this latest fetish and “go 
after” God again. (2016 : 17)



TEMPLE’S CHRISTIAN REALISM

• Original sin precludes an ability to see beyond our own needs and horizons.

• All institutions are provisional (church, state, society etc) under the horizon of eternal 
judgement.

• Incarnation/Doctrine of Creation – called into a relationship of Love with God 

• We are called therefore as a church and individuals to exercise agency, responsibility and 
integrity in bending human society towards the principles of God (Kingdom of 
God/Commonwealth of Value)

• A mixture of prophetic truth-telling, pragmatism and policy headlines (middle axioms)

• Freedom, Fellowship and Service (Christianity and Social Order (1942))



DERIVATIVE PRINCIPLES - FREEDOM

Basis of Christian ethics and politics must be ‘respect for 
every person simply as a person’ and so ‘to give the fullest 
possible scope to the exercise of powers and qualities that are 
distinctly personal ..and the widest extension of personal 
responsibility’ (1976: 67)



DERIVATIVE PRINCIPLES – FELLOWSHIP 

• The right to social relationships – it is in dialogue and relationship with others that 
we find our sense of completeness

• Hence the (political) importance of intermediate groupings (cultural, commercial, religious 
as well as family) – develops the sense of moral reciprocity that a good social order relies 
on.

• ‘We feel as though we count for something and that others depend on us’ and thus the 
State should safeguard ‘ the liberty that fosters such groupings’. (1976: 69-71)



DERIVATIVE PRINCIPLES – SERVICE 

Idea of service – the exercise of responsible citizenship – service to 
neighbour, community, nation and God. Members of the  church (as the 
fleshly body of Christ) belong in order to ‘take our share of the great work’ 
that is the fulfilment of God’s purpose in the world. This work is carried out 
‘in purpose and hope’ in order to guide and encourage the wider social 
order to function in accordance with the Natural Order. (1976: 73-74)



FOCUS ON INTERMEDIATE GROUPS 

• Intermediate Groupings? Associations: 

• The space between the individual and the State

• Potentially learn that true participative democracy relies on the notion of 
freedom for rather than freedom from, others.

• We ‘can feel as though we count for something and that others depend on us 
as we on them’. Examples range from the nuclear family through to ‘the 
Church or congregation, professional association, the Trade Union, the 
school, the university, the Mutual Improvement society’ (p.70). 



ANATHEISTIC LEADERSHIP?

• Scanning the horizon – looking for signs of the Event and the Messianic and proclaiming them

• Seeing the secular within the sacred and vice versa – but also seeing something that is beyond 
simple binaries (both/and not either/or)

• Kenotic – emptying of an institutional perspective in order to let new perspectives emerge –
involves an element of risk-taking and openness to experimentation (and failure)

• Modelling relationality, authenticity and partnership

• Creating hospitable and safe spaces for the practical sharing and application of beliefs, values 
and worldviews (spiritual capital)  

• Leadership as curation…. Posse rather than potestas?
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